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Abstract 
We investigate “the past” of a nonstationary point x in a semiflow rr : R, X M -+ A4 on a 
2-manifold M. For 0 < s < t we describe up to homeomorphism the cut F(t, x) (i.e., the set 
(z E M: ~(t, z) =x}) and the section F([s, tl, x) (i.e., the set U{F(u, x>: s <u <t)> of a 
funnel through x in the case they are compact. We show that each cut F(t, x) is either a 
point or an arc, and for the section F([s, u], X> there are exactly eight possibilities 
described in Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and pictured in Fig. 2. 
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1. Introduction 
In a semiflow we may consider “the past” of a given point x in time t (denoted 
by F(t, xl> and in interval time [s, t] (denoted by F([s, tl, x)). In 1977 McCann 
introduced a definition of the negative escape time N(x) of x (which is, roughly 
speaking, the minimal time length of all negative trajectories through x> and he 
proved that in a locally compact metric space every semiflow without start points is 
isomorphic to a semiflow with infinite negative escape time for each x. In such 
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semiflows there are proved some results about upper semicontinuity of the 
function F: (t, x) ++ F(t, xl (cf. [3,6]). 
Many properties of different sets defined in semiflows have been studied in a 
number of papers not cited here. Nevertheless, the sets F(t, xl and F([s, tl, xl 
were not investigated in much depth. For t < N(x) the set F(t, x) is compact (see 
[93> but it is not necessarily connected (cf. [l]). In 1985 Srzednicki [12] proved that 
if the phase space is a manifold, then F(t, x) is acyclic, therefore connected. In 
this paper we describe precisely (up to homeomorphism) the sets F(t, xl and 
F([s, t], x) for a nonstationary point x with t < N(x), when a semiflow is given on 
a 2-manifold. 
We show that F(t, x) is a point or an arc. When x is a regular point, then 
F([s, t], x) is homeomorphic either to a segment, or to a triangle, or to the union 
of a triangle and a segment. When x is a periodic point, then there are precisely 
eight sets (or, in the case of an orientable manifold, seven) such that F([s, t], x) is 
homeomorphic to one of them. For a stationary point an analogous characteriza- 
tion does not hold. Also, these theorems cannot be generalized to semiflows on 
higher dimensional manifolds. 
The proofs are based on the theorems describing semiflows [3,9,12], topological 
characterizations of arcs and topological properties of 2-manifolds. In particular, 
consequences of Moore’s theorem on monotone decomposition of the plane 
[13, IX.21 are used. 
In the case of phase space equal to the plane the results were announced 
without proofs in [4], the first version of the proofs of planar theorems were 
written in preprint [5]. 
The authors wish to thank Professor Andrzej Pelczar for helpful discussion 
concerning these problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
A semiflow (or semidynamical system) on a topological space M (called a phase 
space) is a triplet (M, IR,, rr), where r is a continuous function from R, X M to M 
such that ~(0, x) =x and .rr(t, ds, x>> = dt + s, x> for all t, s, x. A point x EM 
is said to be 
- stationary if dt, x> =x for every t > 0; 
- periodic if there exists a T > 0 such that n-CT, x) =x and ~(s, x) fx for 
every s E (0, T); T is called the period of x; 
- regular if it is neither stationary nor periodic; 
- singular if there are an s > 0 and y, z EM with &, y> = ~(s, z> =x and 
~([o, $1, Y) n &0, s>, Z> = !J; 
- start point if dt, z) zx for every t > 0 and z. 
It is known (see [1,11.8]) that there is no start point in semiflows on manifolds. 
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We put F(t, x) = {y EM: &t, y> =x} (and call it a cut of a funnel through x) 
and F([s, t], x) = U(F(u, x): s G u G t] (and call it a section of a funnel through 
x). 
A function u : (a, 01 -+ A4 is called a left maximal solution through x if (T(O) = x, 
r(t, a(s)) = a(t + s) whenever S, t + s E (a, 01 and t > 0, and it is maximal (with 
respect to inclusion) relative to the above properties. By a negative scape time of 
x we mean 
N(x)=inf{a>O: (- (Y, 0] is the domain of a left maximal solution 
through x} . 
As one can easily verify, this definition is equivalent o the definition given in [91 in 
the case of semiflow without start points. It is known 193 that F(t, x> is compact for 
t <N(x). 
A semiflow (M, R,, n-1 is said to be isomorphic to (M, R,, p) if there is a 
continuous function +:F!+xM- R, such that +(O, x)= 0, c#J(., x):R++ R, is a 
homeomorphism and dt, x> =p(4(t, x>, x>, for each x, t. Note that such an 
isomorphism does not change trajectories, it changes only the speed of movement 
along trajectories. Under some assumptions on a phase space (in particular, when 
M is a manifold) it is proved that each semiflow is isomorphic to a semiflow with 
every negative escape time equal to infinity [9]. 
By Int A, Fr A we denote the interior and the boundary of a given set A. A 
continuum means compact, connected metrizable space. By an arc (a simple closed 
curve) we mean a homeomorphic image of the unit segment [O, 11 (unit circle 
{(x, y> E R2: x2 +y2 = 1)). A mapping f: X + Y is called monotone if f-‘(y) is a 
continuum for every y E Y (cf. [131). 
For the basic properties of semiflows the reader is referred to [1,7,10] (compare 
also [2,11]). Further information on topological results used in the paper can be 
found in [8,13]. 
In the sequel we assume as given a semiflow n- : R, x A4 + M defined on a 
2-manifold M (without boundary); we admit also noncompact manifolds. We also 
assume as given a nonstationary point x E A4 and t <N(x). If x is periodic, we 
denote its period by T. 
3. The characterization of F(t, x) 
The following lemmas are very easy to verify. 
Lemma 3.1. F([s, t], x) = r([O, t - sl, F(t, X)) for t <N(x). 
Lemma 3.2. F(u, x) nF(s, x) = fl f or u # s (in case of periodic point x we assume 
also that I u -s I < T). 
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The following topological lemma can be obtained as an easy consequence of 
classical theorems characterizing arcs and simple closed curves [8, Chapters 47 and 
511. 
Lemma 3.3. Let a continuum X (containing more than one point) have an open basis 
such that each of its elements has boundary with at most two points. Then X is either 
an arc or a simple closed curve. 
Now we state the main theorem of the paper. 
Theorem 3.4. The set F(t, x> is a point or an arc. 
Proof. The set F(t, x) is compact and connected [9, 3.3, 3.8; 12, 3.41. We will show 
that it has a basis as described in Lemma 3.3. Then F(t, xl must be a point or an 
arc, as according to [12, Theorem 3.41 it is acyclic. 
Let us take a y E F(t, x) and a neighbourhood U of y. Take a A > 0 such that 
t + A < N(x) and, if x is periodic, A < T/2. According to [1,4.4] we can choose a A 
with F([O, A], y) U r([O, Al, y) G U. Take a p E F(A, y>. Using Schonflies Theo- 
rem we may assume that L = 410, 2A1, p) is a diameter of an open disc D 
contained in U. The mapping rTT(. , p> is one-to-one on [O, 2Al. If we denote the 
components of D/L by D, and D,, then we have 
if z E Dj and r( [0, 61, z) CD, then P([O, 61, z) c Di U L. Moreover, 
if P([O, 61, z) nL#@, then r([O, 61, z) nL=r([a, 61, z) 
for some ty. (I) 
Using [1,4.4] and upper semicontinuity of the function F [3,1.17,2.9] we can find 
an s E (0, A) such that F([O, s], y) U &O, sl, y) c D and for every neighbourhood 
I/ of F(s, y) we have y E Int ~(s, V). The set F(s, y) is compact and connected 
(as s < A < N(x) - t, so s < N(y)). Moreover, F(s, y) n L = 
{&A -s, p)}. By continuity of r, upper semicontinuity of F and Lemma 3.2 we 
can find an arcwise connected open set W such that: 
F(s, Y) cW&D, 
WnF(t, x) =@ and 7r(2s, W) nF(t, x) =@, 
WnL m-W4 A), P> and a(2s, IV) NIL GT((A, 2A), p). 
Note that y E Int .TT(S, IV). 
Let us first assume that Di n F(t, x) ~7 Int rTT(s, IV> # @ for i = 1, 2 and take 
y,,y, belonging to these sets, respectively. Take an a, E W such that rTT(s, a,) =yi. 
From (1) it follows that L n d[O, 2~1, ai> G ~((h, 2A), p). By arcwise connected- 
- 
ness of W we can find b,, 6, and arcs with a,bic W, aibi n L = {bi) (by uw we 
denote an arc with endpoints v, w). We can also find ql, q2 and arcs with 
7r(2s, ai)qi ~~(2s, W), 7r(2s, ai)qi n L = {qi) (it may happen that qi = d2s, ai> 
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Fig. 1. 
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and then ~(2s, ai)qi reduces to one point). Denote by bib, and q1q2 the suitable 
segments contained in L. 
Consider the set 
-- 
J = b,b, u a,b, U 71.([0, 2.~1, aI) U ~(2~3 a,)q, U qlq2 U 37(2s, %)q, 
u+O, 2~1, 4u~,b 
The set J is a connected subset of D, y @.I and J cuts A4 between y and 
M\D (see Fig. 1). Now take the component S of M\J with y E S. Clearly 
Fr S cJ. From the construction we conclude that J fl F(t, x) = fyi, y21 and S n 
F(t, x) is a required neighbourhood of y in F(t, x). 
In a similar way we obtain our statement in the simpler cases when Di n F(t, x> 
n Int T(S, W) = fl for some i, which finishes the proof. 0 
Remark 3.5. It is easy to notice that if F(t, x) is a point then also F(s, x) is a 
point for s E [O, t]. Thus we get that F(t, x) is a point for t E [O, rl and an arc for 
t E (r, N(x)) (possibly the empty set), where F(r, x) is the first singular point on 
any left maximal solution through x. 
Using McCann’s result [9,4.1] we get 
Corollary 3.6. A semiflow on a 2-manifold is isomorphic to a semiflow with cuts of 
nonstationary points being points or arcs. 
Remark 3.7. For a stationary point such a characterization does not hold. It is easy 
to construct semiflows with infinitely many nonhomeomorphic cuts (compare 
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Examples 3.8 and 3.9). Note that for a stationary point x we have F(t, x) = 
F([O, tl, x). 
Example 3.8. Consider a planar semiflow defined as follows (in Cartesian coordi- 
nates): 
$G b), if Ial = Ibl, 
(u, m={b-s, I al)), if Ial <b, 
~~(~,(a,b))={(a,min(b+s, -Ial}), ifb<-lul, 
(max{a -s, lbl}, b), if Ibl <a, 
(min[u+s, -lbl}, b), if a< -Ibl. 
In this case F(t, (0, 0)) is a cross. 
Example 3.9. We define a planar semiflow by ~(s, (a, b)) equal to: 
(a, b) if b<O, 
otherwise we put 
(a-s,b-s)fors<band(u-b,O)fors>b, if b<u; 
(u+s,b-s)fors~band(u+b,O)fors>b, if b G -a; 
(u(b-s)/b, b-s) for s<b and (0,O) for s>b, if b> lul. 
Then F(t, (0, 0)) is a triangle. 
Remark 3.10. It is natural to ask for a generalization of Theorem 3.4 to the case 
when the phase space is a manifold of higher dimension. However, an analogous 
characterization does not hold. It is possible to construct an example of a semiflow 
on R3 with F(t, x) not arcwise connected (for instance being the set 
{(x, sin(l/x>, 0): 0 < I x I G 1) u IO) x [ - 1, 11 x {O}; trajectories go along the lines 
on suitable cone over this set). This example is due to Srzednicki. 
4. The characterization of F([s, tl, x) 
The main results of this section are the following theorems: 
Theorem 4.1. If x is a regular point and 0 G s < t, then F([s, t], x) is homeomorphic 
to one of the following three sets (shown in Fig. 2(a)-(c)): 
(a) an arc, i.e., [O, 11, 
(b) a triangle, i.e., {(x, y): - 1 <y G - I x I), 
(c) the union of an arc and a triangle, which have exactly one point in common, 
namely an endpoint of the arc and a vertex of the triangle, i.e., {(x, y>: - 1 < y 
=G -Ixl~u~0~x[0,11. 
Theorem 4.2. Zf x is a periodic point and 0 G s < t, then F([s, t], x> is homeomor- 
phic to one of the eight sets (shown in Fig. 2(a)-(h)): 
(a), (b) and (c) us in Theorem 4.1, 
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Fig. 2. 
a circle i.e., {(x, y): x2 +y2 = l), 
the union of a O-curve (contained in R2) and one of the two bounded regions 
cut from the plane by this curve, i.e., ((x, y): x2 +y2 = 1) u {(x, y): x2 + y2 
=G 1, y > 01, 
a planar set D/U, where D is a closed disc and U an open disc such that 
Fr U is a circZe internally tangent to Fr D, i.e., {(x, y): x2 +y2 < 4}\ 
Kx, y>: x2 + (y - 112 < 11, 
an annufus, i.e., {(x, y): 1 <x2 +y2 G 41, 
a Miibius strip, i.e., {((l + w sin it> cos t, (1 + w sin it) sin t, w cm it): t 
E to, 27T1, w E I-1, 11). 
The cases (a)-(c) may hold for t - s < T and the cases (d)-(h) may hold for 
t-s>T. 
Proof. Let us first assume that x is regular or periodic with a period T > t -s. 
Consider the mapping g = rr I [o,~-~~~F(~,~). From Lemma 3.1 we have that the range 
of g is equal to F([s, tl, x). 
Define 
r = sup{u E [0, N(x)): F(u, x) is a singleton set) 
(r may be equal to infinity). 
(2) 
Observe that if r z= t, then g is obviously a homeomorphism and F([s, t], x> is 
an arc. 
Now suppose that r G s. Take a z E F([s, t], x). Then g-‘(z) = {u) X F(u, z) 
for some (precisely one) u E [0, t - s]. From [12,3.4] (or directly from Theorem 3.4) 
this set is a continuum. This shows that the mapping g is monotone. It is easy to 
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notice that the set F([s, tl, x1\{ } z is connected. Thus, as E’([s, t], x) is also 
connected, we may use [13, Corollary 1X.2.411 for the mapping g. We get that 
F([s, cl, x) is homeomorphic to a square and then the boundary of F([s, t], x) is 
the union rr([O, t - s], {a, b)) U F(s, x) U F(t, x), where by a, b we denote the 
endpoints of F(t, x). 
Now we need only to investigate the case when s <r < t. Observe that 
F([s, t], x> = F([s, rl, x) u F([r, tl, x> and the last two sets have exactly one point 
in common, i.e., the unique element of F(r, n). Using the first two cases we obtain 
that F([r, t], x) is homeomorphic to a triangle and F([s, r], x) is an arc, so their 
union gives a set described in (cl. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1 and the 
first part of Theorem 4.2. 
Now assume that x is periodic with period T < t -s. We put r as in (2). 
At first notice that F(t - T, x> cF(t, x1, so F([s, tl, x1 = F([t - T, tl, x1, 
therefore we may assume that s = t - T. 
The following cases are possible: 
(9 t < r, 
(ii) t - T < r < t, 
(iii) t - T = r, 
(iv) r < t - T. 
In case (i) it is obvious that F([s, t], x) is a simple closed curve. 
Let us consider case (iv>. Define the mappings g:[O, Tl X F(t, x> + [O, Tl X 
F([s, tl, x> by g(u, z) = (u, rTT(u, 2)) and k&O, Tl X F(t, x>> +F([s, tl, x) by 
h(u, z) = z. It is easy to observe that h(g([O, Tl x F(t, x>>) is equal to F([s, tl, x1. 
As in the first part of the proof we get that g is monotone and the range of g is 
homeomorphic to a square. (Note that h 0 g is just the monotone-light factoriza- 
tion of this composition, see [13, p. 1411.) 
If 0 < I u - w I < T then h(u, z) # h(w, y> for every z and y (by Lemma 3.2). 
The mapping h I (T)~FQ, x) is a homeomorphism onto its image, so h(g({T) X 
F(t, x>>> is an arc contained in the arc F(t, x) = h({O) X F(t, xl>. There are two 
possible orientations of h({T) X F(s, x)) in F(t, x), so h(g([O, Tl X F(t, x)1> is 
homeomorphic either to an annulus or to a Mobius strip. 
We have shown that in case (iv) we obtain the set described in (g) or (h). 
The rest of the proof runs similarly as before (compare Fig. 3). In case (ii> we 
get the set described in (e), and in case (iii> the set from (f). 0 
All the possibilities listed in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 may occur (it is easy to 
construct appropriate semiflows defined on the plane except of course the last one 
when a nonorientable 2-manifold is needed). 
Corollary 4.3. For every orientable 2-manifold exactly seven sets (a>-(g) from 
Theorem 4.2 can be obtained as F([s, t], x). For every nonorientable 2-manifold we 
can get all eight sets as F([s, t], x1. 
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Fig. 3. 
Remark 4.4. Analyzing the proof of the above theorems it is easy to see that the set 
F([s, tl, x) is determined by r from (2>, i.e., the first singular point on any left 
maximal solution through x (compare Fig. 3). 
Using the results from [9] and the above theorems we have 
Theorem 4.5. Every semiflow on a 2-manifold is isomorphic to a semifzow in which 
every set F’([s, t I, x) (s < t> is homeomorphic to one of the three sets from Theorem 
4.1 for a regular point x, and to one of the eight sets from Theorem 4.2 for a periodic 
point x. 
Remark 4.6. Note that in the above proof we did not use directly the fact that M is 
a 2-manifold. The same description remains valid for F([s, t], n> in a semiflow on 
an arbitrary manifold under the assumption that F(t, x> is an arc (for t <N(x) 
and a nonstationary point x). 
Remark 4.7. For a stationary point the similar characterization does not hold 
(compare Remark 3.7, we have F([O, t], x) = F(t, x)). 
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